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ABSTRACT
There are several machine learning suites, applications and platforms that are readily-available right now. However, these applications require a basic foundation in machine learning making them appear difficult to configure. We introduce the use of the Sandbox approach with the goal of designing alternative programming interfaces and interactions for machine learning tasks. A set of guidelines have been drafted supported with initial user tests to validate the proposed design framework. Ten (10) undergraduate and graduate students with novice experience in machine learning participated in structured interviews to formulate programming patterns and styles that were used to draft the guidelines based on the literary review. These insights were analyzed using UX Research techniques to form a general problem statement. Initial analysis of the user insights suggested that a visual sandbox approach similar to Scratch helps reduce the steepness of the learning curve. The preliminary design guidelines we drafted focused on the three design factors namely System Intent, Interaction, and Algorithm Visualization. From these guidelines we produced an initial version of the prototype that will be subject to further testing and validation.

INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and systems tend to abstract key operations during the learning process. Operations being abstracted from the user comes with its own advantages and disadvantages. Since complex operations are abstracted from the user, the risk of the user misunderstanding these operations is limited by the abstraction. Due to these abstractions, the user has limited access to customization of algorithms from the user which feeds the idea that non-experts treat ML as a fancy “black box” [13]. The “black box” effect, as seen in Figure 1, can be summarized as an object that uses an input to produce an output without revealing the process in-between. How the model is updated in every iteration is often ignored by the user because of this trend in traditional ML algorithms. This problem may be addressed however through visualization of the inner workings of the algorithm.

![Figure 1. “Non-experts treat ML as a fancy black box with few convincing interpretation of the model structure and learning process.” [13]. Image sourced from [2](http://dx.doi.org/10.475/123_4)](http://dx.doi.org/10.475/123_4)

Interactive Machine Learning (iML) is a ML system that makes use of human interaction to further improve the efficiency and accuracy. According to [5], it is believed that iML can be used to enable users in creating and customizing the ML applications they work on. Since faster processing units have been introduced to the general market, the cost to practice ML has also gone down. This further enhances the capabilities of machines to handle high dimensions of data, which begs the question whether or not we can improve the
efficiency and speed of the current machine learning systems being used today.

In this paper, we will be discussing the methods, objectives and the results from the first phase of a three-phase project with the main goal of building an interactive ML sandbox application. We followed the framework approach to doing human-centric ML as seen in the works of [7, 9, 8, 24]. In these works, there is greater emphasis on the users being included in the design process of identifying and crafting the needs for a specific use case. Especially in the works of [7] and [9], the process becomes iterative, an approach that is similar to participatory design [20]. The first phase aims to make a set of guidelines for designing such applications. The second and third phases, involve an iterative design-build-test approach where users evaluate multiple iterations of the prototype towards finalizing an acceptable and usable minimum viable product, are not yet included in this paper. The phases of the project are illustrated as seen on Figure 2. Details on the interviews, study design, and protocol relevant to the first phase are described on the succeeding sections.

RELATED WORKS

We believe that Interactive Machine Learning (iML) is a possible solution to the black box effect. It can be summarized as a human-centered approach to machine learning. We have found several existing applications which provide a way to help users, both non-expert and expert, to experiment on ML algorithms through human interaction. Examples of such are Weka [11] which focuses on providing a unified tool that gives easy access to state-of-the-art ML techniques through a visual interface and RapidMiner [14] which focuses on packaging ML algorithms for data mining.

However, there are certain design limitations of RapidMiner that can affect the usability of the tool. One of the frustrations that was observed was the lack of visualization of the machine learning process. Since RapidMiner abstracts processes that limits the flexibility of the tool, it requires the data set to meet certain formatting conditions as observed in Figure 4. The use of technical labels regarding tool functions and error messages is another pain point that was observed. This was due to the limited understanding of terminologies that are displayed in error codes to the user.
tools have already been developed to help users understand how certain algorithms work, however older tools became inaccessible as operating systems improved. An improved way to learn algorithms was developed by [10], combining user interactions, conversion to pseudocode, and animation. It also eliminated the problem of system compatibility and lack of visualization consistency. These applications and systems apply the known sandbox approach. According to [18] the sandbox approach is an isolated computing environment which a program can run without affecting the application it runs in. Such approaches are known to help users abstract information, visualize complex instructions thus reducing cognitive loading and learning curves [6].

Algorithm visualizations were already attempted in the domain of machine learning, but are usually static and still have a feeling of the “black box” effect. Other tools attempted a more responsive approach by visually showing the effect of the user’s changes to the training model accuracy. An example of which is [19], a tool made using spreadsheets, a familiar end-user interface. There has also been a tool made for TensorFlow as illustrated in Figure 5 designed for users, especially non-experts, to experiment with ML algorithms and visualize the model simultaneously with user manipulation using the sandbox approach [23]. iML visualizations, however, do not guarantee that end-users primarily learn from the feedback of the system. Explanatory user feedback is needed to provide the user with context about the model visualization and how changes made by the user affected the output visually.

In that regard, we believe that the use of Scratch can be explored to help teach ML to novice users, but the development of such a tool must be governed by design guidelines first to ensure that end-user goals are met. The Scratch programming tool makes use of the sandbox approach to help young people learn to think creatively, reason systematically, and work collaboratively [3]. The goal with using a sandbox approach is to introduce an environment that lets the user explore and create while minimizing the risk of a system error.

The work of [4] created a list of design considerations to create an effective iML system. These design factors, coupled together with the insights gathered from our interviews with ML users, we created design guidelines which will help in building an interactive sandbox application for learning ML. We believe that the creation of such guidelines will help solve the problem on the lack of design standards for iML systems.

**METHODS**

The first phase of this study included a set of activities that is aimed towards better understanding users and their tasks
at hand. These activities include User Interviews, Defining User Requirements, Literature Review, Creating and Mapping of Design Guidelines, Gathering User Insights, and Initial Prototyping.

Participants
Ten (10) computing students and professionals aged 19-25 were recruited through a purposive sampling method. Note that these participants are divided into three categories: novice ML users that have only used ML tools, novice ML users that have both taken a ML course and used ML tools, and expert ML users that proactively use ML in their jobs.

Each participant was interviewed about their experience with ML and the various tools they have encountered. There were two sets of interview questions depending on whether the participant has taken a ML course or not. For participants that have taken a ML course, in depth questions about ML processes and setups were asked to gain further insights into their techniques and pain points. These questions can be seen in the study design.

Study Design
Prior to the interview, a one week schedule was given to contact interview participants. The participants were given the options to specify the interview time and location that is convenient for them. Prior to the interview, an informed consent form was given to the participant to read and sign. The consent form contained the purpose of the interview and the rights and responsibilities of the participant including the permission to audio record their interview. Finally, the participant was briefed about the interview flow before proceeding with the interview.

During the interview, each participant was asked three (3) sets of questions with at least two (2) questions per set. The goal of the first set was to identify the current stand of the participant regarding their experiences in learning about ML and the various tools they have used. The goal of the second set was to identify the various problem areas that the participant associated with based on their experience using current ML tools. The third set was used to identify improvements regarding usability of the tool, as pointed out by the participant. The questions that were used are as follows:

- Q1 - Could you briefly explain your introduction to Intelligent Systems or Machine Learning course experience?
- Q2 - Have you used Machine Learning tools such as WEKA, RapidMiner, or Scikit-learn? What do you like or dislike about them?
- Q3 - In relation to the Machine Learning algorithms you have used, how important was the visualization when learning about these algorithms?
- Q4* - Based on your experience, have you encountered problems in these areas when learning Machine Learning:
  - Using software needed to test or create Machine Learning systems.
  - Understanding the impact or severity of each individual function in the system.
  - Visualizing the process of data fitting and prediction.
  - Pre-processing the data before fitting.
  - Establishing and connecting libraries and determining which functions to use for a specific task.
  - Others.
- Q5* - Which code libraries or software tools do you use to visualize Machine Learning Algorithms and how well do you understand the output of these tools?
- Q6 - How would you react to a tool that allows you to visualize the structure and process of a Machine Learning algorithm through code blocks? How do you think this tool will change the way people learn Machine Learning algorithms?

* These questions were only asked to participants that have taken a Machine Learning Course.

The preliminary design guidelines were introduced to the participants as a survey where they were asked to give rating using a 4 point likert scale with 1 being Strongly Disagree and 4 being Strongly Agree. The results in this survey can be seen in Table 2. Each participant was free to ask questions and give insights to help improve the design guidelines.

Data Analysis
After the interviews, the user insights from both the interview and additional comments from the survey were gathered and analyzed through an affinity mapping session where user verbatim was extracted and grouped into similar user statements until a general problem statement was formed. For the survey, the rating results were extracted and were analyzed to find a pattern in each participant preference for each guideline in order to identify the relevance of the guideline.

RESULTS
This section contains the insights from the interviews that we have conducted and the design guidelines that we have formulated based on the insights and survey results.
User Insights

According to our participants, studying machine learning concepts was interesting in application based on their experience with ML tools. However, the novice participants stated that learning the mathematical theories and concepts were confusing to understand and that most of their ML classes resulted in experimenting with the libraries and documentations they could find. In addition, expert participants say that it is up to the learner to dive deeper in understanding ML theory and practice.

RapidMiner was praised by participants for the visual interface that was able to show the process of the ML system. However, most of the participants expressed frustrations regarding features in RapidMiner as a tool which were similar to those observed in related works. One of these frustrations was about the restrictions with certain data sets that does not meet certain formatting conditions, as expressed by the participants. Another frustration that the participants have mentioned was about the use of confusing technical labels and terminologies regarding tool functions and error messages. These frustrations were due to the limited feedback of the tool which affected the understanding of the user.

Similar pain points were also observed by the participants when using WEKA. It suffers from data incompatibility errors which limited the kind of data sets that were usable in the application. While WEKA visualizes the ML and data mining processes, frustrations regarding the complicated visualization of these processes were also observed by the participants. Similar frustrations with RapidMiner include problems with technical terminologies and limited user feedback.

Scikit-learn is another tool that the participants have associated with or used in their respective fields. Some participants mentioned that functions that they used when creating ML algorithms were flexible but lacks the visualization. This visualization would be useful when trying to understand the purpose of the function and how it affects the data set. It was pointed out that the documentation was one of the features of Scikit-learn that helped them understand the various functions of the library. They mentioned in the interview that a clear and exhaustive documentation is needed when defining the various functions of the tool to help the user understand these functions and how to apply them properly.

Regarding visualizations for understanding machine learning algorithms, most of the participants mentioned that visualization would help at first by introducing how the algorithm works and would help build the intuition for understanding the processes of the algorithm. Additionally, some of the novice participants mentioned that algorithm visualizations are helpful since diving into code can sometimes be difficult especially for those that are visual learners. Furthermore, the participants that took a ML course state that sometimes they have difficulty understanding the outputs of the visualization tools or libraries they use. Concepts also become clearer when they are accompanied by a visualization and it helps them appreciate understanding the algorithm.

The participants were asked to give their opinions on the possibility of having a sandbox Scratch-based tool that will help visualize the logic and structure of a ML algorithm. There were mixed reactions from the participants with some stating that it would help visual learners understand ML better and that it would lower the barrier of entry for non-experts. In addition, it would also enhance the learner’s appreciation for ML through experimentation especially for those that get overwhelmed by code.

On the other hand, some of the participants that prefer a coding approach state that although the concept seems helpful for visual learners, user may rely too heavily on the blocks. In addition, they may ignore the code and it may seem more like spoon-feeding users rather than helping them understand ML. They also claim since there can be many ways to code ML tasks, users will not have the freedom and flexibility to edit code using code blocks.

For the feedback on the guidelines, most of the participants agreed with the need for guidelines usually suggesting specific outcomes they hope the guidelines will help future iML systems to achieve. Some participants were very particular about the fifth guideline, stating that the error recovery from the sandbox tool should not mention directly how to recover from the error since it feels like the system is spoon feeding the user. Instead, the error recovery should be enough to help guide the user in exploring their recovery options.

Design Guidelines

From the user insights extracted above, we formulated a set of guidelines considering the factors and constraints described and similar to that of the work of [4]. These were formulated by combining the insights we collected and the inputs from the literature review. The initial resulting guidelines are described below:

1. The system should indicate to the user its state of change with every interaction.
2. The components of the interface should be laid out in an organized manner and should be explicitly labelled.
3. Visualizations should be simple enough to understand and they should not overload the user.
4. The intent of the system should be clear to the user upon interaction.
5. The system should indicate explicitly when and why errors occur and how users can recover from them.

Along with mapping the constraints and factors in the work of [4] with the results of the initial interviews, we also asked the participants to score and rate their perception on these formulated guidelines. A scale of one (1) to four (4), namely, 1 as strongly disagree, 2 as disagree, 3 as agree and 4 as strongly agree, was given to the participants. With this, they scored each guideline in order for us to validate if these were formulated correctly and as needed. These guidelines will be used as defining standards in the development of a prototype that applies the sandbox approach in the proposed iML tool.
Table 2. Perception of the Participants on the Proposed Design Guidelines. Each respondent in the initial user research gave a rating to each guideline depending on how they agree to such design constraint and factor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The system should indicate to user its state of change with every interaction.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The components of the interface should be laid out in an organized manner and explicitly labelled.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The visualizations should be simple enough to understand. They should not overload the user.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The intent of the system should be clear to the user upon interacting with the system.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Indicate explicitly when and why errors occur and how users can recover from them.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the results as seen in Table 2, it can be observed that most of the guidelines provided positive feedback as seen in the scores belonging to the Somewhat-agree (3) and Strongly-Agree (4) scales. Nine (9) out of ten (10) respondents agreed and believed that in order for the system to be interactive and usable, it should indicate the user its state of change with every interaction. The same number of respondents agreed that the interface must be laid out in an organized and properly-labelled manner. Upon careful review of these guidelines, it can be noticed that these do align from the Heuristics for Evaluating Interfaces as written by [15]: specifically “Provide feedback” and “Show system status and visibility”. While these were somehow intentional but not disclosed to the respondents, it was interesting to find out how the guidelines do agree with the said standards defined by [15]. Interestingly, the results of the fifth (5th) guideline appear to be not totally inclined with the rest.

Upon consultation with the respondents concerned, we were able to extract and discover that some novice users prefer not to be “spoon-fed” with resolutions to errors and would actually prefer that they be given hint so they can discover on their own the solutions to these errors. While the work of Nielsen tells us in one of his heuristics that “error messages should be good, clear and simple and natural dialogue”, some users prefer that these could be guiding and not to totally give away solutions. We believe that this may be related to the task at hand of learning ML. Such responses were also seen from the expert users who prefer that they be guided and not be given with the exact solution. We believe that this adds an intuitive and discoverable feature but these will have yet to be validated further.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced design guidelines for an Interactive Machine Learning Sandbox Application. These were extracted and created by combining the factors and constraints defined by [4] and the results of the initial user research. To confirm these guidelines, we gathered insights from students who have novice and expert experience in ML. We also noted prior works on providing a graphical interface for ML such as WEKA and Rapidminer; such suites have a “black box” effect due to too
much abstraction of processes and lack of versatility. The case is totally different and opposite as compared to some Python-based ML libraries that may require a steep learning curve especially for non-coders and those who are unfamiliar with Python.

However, the main purpose of the project is not to teach ML but to provide a safe exploratory environment for novice or non-expert users to create ML experiments. This is to reduce the difficulty of using the application and to help build the user’s intuition for creating an ML algorithm. In addition, the application aims to visualize the ML algorithm to provide the user more context of how the data is manipulated. The visualization will be semi-dynamic to encourage user interaction by allowing the user to preview past samples of the experiment.

For our future work in this project, our second phase will involve designing and developing the sandbox application, which will provide a visual interface for novice learners of ML, and for the third phase we will be verifying the design guidelines we proposed in this paper by assessing the usability of our sandbox application. We have already began the design of the prototype, a screenshot can be seen in Figure 9. This initial concept has been made considering the sandbox approach and the guidelines from the results in this phase of the study.

Figure 9. Screenshot of our Interactive Machine Learning Sandbox Application prototype.
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